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Kindness 
Discussion Questions, Vocabulary and Activity  

For Grades 3-5 
 
  

Segment Summary 
 
Russell Mayhew’s first-hand experience taught him how it feels when people behave unkindly. 
Russell Mayhew’s old classmates ridiculed him because he was one of the smartest kids in his class.  He 
didn’t tell anyone, not even his mother, about the teasing he suffered at school.  In time, the cruelty 
toward Russell escalated to violence when students began beating him up at school and on the bus.  
When Russell’s mother eventually found out about the bullying, she took immediate action by transferring 
him to a different school where his new classmates are kind and accept Russell’s intelligence.  Now 
happy at his new school, Russell has learned that it is important to seek help from adults in order to 
prevent an unkind situation from developing into a dangerous one.   
 
Discussion Questions: 
 

1. How does Russell’s story demonstrate kind or unkind behavior? 
2. How are the kids at Russell’s new school different from the kids at his old school?  How are they 

the same? 
3. Russell’s old classmates ridiculed him because he is smart.  What are some other reasons why 

kids tease and bully each other?   
4. Russell and his mother solved his problem by finding a new school.  What are some other ways 

they could have handled the situation?  
5. Do you think you would choose to be friends with Russell?  Why or why not? 

 
 

 
Related Vocabulary Words 

 
bullying          dedicated          helpfulness          kindness          loyalty           
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Kindness  
Vocabulary Words and Definitions 

 
Allegiance (n.)   
Definition:  loyalty to a leader, country, belief, etc. 
Context:  When we recite the Pledge of Allegiance, we are promising our loyalty to our country. 
 
Bullying (n.)   
Definition:  the act of threatening to hurt someone or frighten him or her, especially someone smaller or 
weaker 
Context:  The safety monitors at Juan’s school help prevent bullying by telling teachers when they 
witness cruel behavior.  
 
Dedicated (adj.) 
Definition:  having the desire and commitment to work very hard to accomplish a goal or task  
Context:  Ashley practices her soccer drills every day because she is dedicated to becoming a better 
player. 
 
Helpfulness (n.)   
Definition:  reaching out to others; care or help provided to a person to make his or her life easier 
Context:  Because of Krystal’s helpfulness, many of the children she tutors are improving their grades. 
 
Honor system (n.)   
Definition:  an agreement between members of a group to obey certain rules, although no one checks to 
make sure the rules are being followed 
Context:  Even though Ricky knew no one was watching, he upheld the honor system by paying for the 
candy bar instead of stealing it. 
 
Kindness (n.)   
Definition:  being nice to others; the state of being caring, compassionate, helpful, etc., toward someone 
Context:  One way that Shakira demonstrates kindness is by reading to younger students after school. 
 
Loyalty (n.)   
Definition:  sticking by someone; the quality of remaining faithful to your friends, principles, country, etc. 
Context:  Choosing to help his grandparents instead of watching the football game is proof of Jaime’s 
family loyalty. 
 
Thankful (adj.)   
Definition:  grateful and glad about something that has happened 
Context:  Marla is thankful that her brother wasn’t injured in the car accident. 
 
Town hall meeting (n.)   
Definition:  a gathering at which the people who live in a town discuss subjects or problems that affect 
their town 
Context:  Mayor Grimes plans to discuss the rising crime rate during our next town hall meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source:  Longman Advanced American Dictionary.  Harlow:  Pearson Education Limited, 2000. 
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Kindness Activity 
Town Hall Meeting 

 
Objectives: 

Students will be able to 
• Work with a small group to generate suggestions to prevent bullying in their school  
• Work with a small group to develop questions about bullying  
• Work with the class to compose a letter inviting the school’s principal to the class’ town hall 

meeting focused on bullying 
• As a group, present questions and suggestions to the principal and discuss his or her responses  
• Summarize the results of a meeting in a letter thanking the principal for his or her participation in 

the meeting 
 

Materials: 

• Pens, pencils, crayons, markers 
• Paper, construction paper, card stock, poster board 

 
Procedure: 

1. Begin this activity by asking your students to define the term “town hall meeting.”  Explain to your 
students that a town hall meeting is a gathering at which the people who live in a town discuss 
issues that affect their town. 

 
2. Continue by asking students to explain what a town hall meeting for their school would be like.  

Students might explain that the meeting would be similar to a town hall meeting except the 
participants might include students, parents, teachers and administrators, and the participants 
would discuss issues that are important to their school.   

 
3. Ask your students to share some examples of the issues and problems that might be addressed 

at a town hall meeting held in a school community.  If no one mentions bullying and school 
violence, you should. 

 
4. Explain to your students that their class will hold a town hall meeting to discuss bullying and 

violence in their school.  In addition, they will invite their principal to participate in the meeting.   
 

5. Divide students into groups of four or five.  Have each group brainstorm at least one suggestion 
of how to prevent bullying and increase kindness in their school and at least one question to ask 
their principal about bullying and violence.  Students and the principal will discuss these 
suggestions and questions at the meeting.   

 
Note:  You should have your students prepare a copy of their questions and suggestions to 
present to the principal before the meeting so he or she has time to prepare. 

 
6. As a class, have students compose a letter inviting their principal to the meeting.  You may 

decide to select one student to write the letter in his or her best handwriting or type the letter. 
 
7. On the day of the meeting, allow each group to ask its question(s) and present its suggestion(s).  

Encourage other groups to respond to the suggestions and questions when appropriate and in a 
positive manner. 

 
8. Conclude the activity by asking your students to write a thank-you letter to their principal restating 

something positive they learned from the meeting.  This may be done individually, in the students’ 
small groups or as a whole class. 

 
Related Vocabulary Words 

bullying   kindness   Town hall meeting 
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National Character Education/Life Skills Standards       
       
The following is an outline of the national Character Education/Life Skills standards and benchmarks for 
the Kindness lesson/activity.  National and state standards for language arts, social studies and health 
appear online. 
 
 
Kindness 
Town Hall 
Meeting 

Self-Regulation 
Standard 2:  Perform self-appraisal 

1.   Distribute work according to perceived strengths  
2.   Identify personal styles  
3.   Identify personal strengths and weaknesses  
5.   Identify basic values 
7.   Understand preferred working environments 

Standard 3:  Consider risks 
1.   Weigh risks in making decisions and solving problems 

Standard 6:  Restrain impulsivity  
1.   Keep responses open as long as possible  
2.   Remain passive while assessing situation  
3.   Suspend judgment 
 

Thinking and Reasoning 
Standard 2:  Understand and apply basic principles of logic and reasoning 

1.   Use formal deductive connectors (“if … then,” “not,” “and,” “or”) in the construction of 
deductive arguments  
2.   Understand that some aspects of reasoning have very rigid rules but other aspects 
do not  
3.   Understand that when people have rules that always hold for a given situation and 
good information about the situation, then logic can help them figure out what is true 
about the situation 
9.   Understand that personal values influence the types of conclusions people make 

Standard 6:  Apply decision-making techniques 
1.   Identify situations in the community and in one’s personal life in which a decision is 
required  
2.   Secure factual information needed to evaluate alternatives  
3.   Identify the values underlying the alternatives that are considered and the criteria that 
will be used to make a selection among the alternatives  
4.   Predict the consequences of selecting each alternative  
5.   Make decisions based on the data obtained and the criteria identified 
6.   When appropriate, take action to implement the decision 
 

Working with Others 
Standard 1:  Contribute to the overall effort of a group 

1.   Challenge practices in a group that are not working  
2.   Demonstrate respect for others in the group  
3.   Identify and use the strengths of others  
4.   Take initiative when needed  
6.   Help the group establish goals  
7.   Engage in active listening  
8.   Take the initiative in interacting with others 
10. Keep requests simple  
11. Contribute to the development of a supportive climate in groups 

Standard 2:  Use conflict-resolution techniques 
1.   Communicate ideas in a manner that does not irritate others  
2.   Resolve conflicts of interest  
3.   Identify goals and values important to opponents  
4.   Understand the impact of criticism on psychological state, emotional state, habitual 
behavior and beliefs  
5.   Understand that three ineffective responses to criticism are (1) being aggressive, (2) 
being passive and (3) being both  
6.   Understand that three effective responses to criticism are (1) acknowledgment, (2) 
token agreement with a critic and (3) probing clarifications  
7.   Determine the causes of conflicts  
8.   Do not blame  
9.   Identify an explicit strategy to deal with conflict  
10. Determine the seriousness of conflicts  
11. Identify mutually agreeable times for important conversations with opponents  
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12. Identify individual vs. group or organizational interests in conflicts  
13. Establish guidelines and rules for negotiating  
14. Determine the mini-max position of those in a conflict  

Standard 3:  Work well with diverse individuals and in diverse situations  
1.   Work well with the opposite gender  
2.   Work well with different ethnic groups  
3.   Work well with those of different religious orientations  
4.   Work to satisfy needs of customers 

Standard 4:  Display effective interpersonal communication skills  
1.   Display empathy with others  
2.   Display friendliness with others  
3.   Display politeness with others  
4.   Seek information nondefensively  
5.   Provide feedback in a constructive manner  
6.   Use nonverbal communication, such as eye contact, body position and voice tone, 
effectively  
9.   Use emotions appropriately in personal dialogues 
10. Make use of confrontation when appropriate  
11. Make eye contact when speaking  
12. React to ideas rather than to the person presenting the ideas  
13. Adjust tone and content of information to accommodate the likes of others  
14. Communicate in a clear manner during conversations  
15. Acknowledge the strengths of others  

Standard 5:  Demonstrate leadership skills  
1.   Occasionally serve as a leader in groups  
2.   Occasionally serve as a follower in groups  
3.   Enlist others in working toward a shared vision  
4.   Plan small wins  
6.   Recognize the contributions of others  
7.   Pass on authority when appropriate 

  
 

Source:          
McRel: Mid-continent Research for Education and Learning, 2000 – http://www.mcrel.org 


